What do you get for your dues dollars?

Here are just a few advantages of MEA membership:

The MEA Advantage for Your Career

- Professional development help to strengthen your skills
- Training opportunities at the state and local level

The MEA Advantage for Your Rights

- Expertise and assistance from UniServ directors
- Legal services to protect your rights and privileges
- Up to $1 million of professional liability insurance

The MEA Advantage for Your Wallet

- Steep group discounts offered through MEA Financial Services
- Members-only discounts of up to 50 percent with your MEA Membership Card
- A nationwide discount travel program available online only to members

The MEA Advantage for Public Education

- The state’s foremost advocate for public education
- Collective bargaining resulting in better contracts and better schools
- The state’s strongest legislative and political voice for public education
- Member-only communications keeping you informed on the issues

To learn more about the MEA Advantage, contact MEA’s brand-new Help Center at 866-MEA-HELP or by live-chatting with a Help Center operator at www.mea.org.